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1 Background

Surgical procedures have been improved greatly through the
use of minimally invasive techniques. These techniques allow the
surgeon access to the abdomen of the body without the necessity
of a large incision. The same reasons that allow laparoscopic pro-
cedures to produce limited scarring and reduced risk of infection
hamper the surgeon. Passing long rigid tools through the skin
requires advanced training for accurate control of the tools. As
found by MacFarlane in [1], tool choice greatly affects the sur-
geon’s ability to palpate and grasp tissue for diagnosis and manip-
ulation so as to minimize trauma.

An improvement on laparoscopic procedures is the implemen-
tation of surgical robots. This route can return the intuitive nature
of open surgeries through providing the surgeon direct control
over the tool tip, while providing a stable, reliable platform.
Through these robots and their respective human interfaces, the
potential for passing on haptic information, such as grasping
force, can be realized. The user interface component of the system
is well understood and accepted, but the initial sensing of the
applied force can lead to difficulties. The da Vinci

VR

S Surgical
System (Intuitive Surgical, Sunnyvale, CA) is the most widely
used system in US for gastrointestinal procedures. This robot,
even with its success relies on the surgeons experience to control
the level of forces applied to the respective tissues.

The da Vinci system is very large and has space if force feed-
back is ever desired, but in miniature surgical robots that are
meant for complete insertion into the patient, space is limited. It is
the forearm of a robot such as described in [2], three quarter to one
inch diameter and three inches long, that a force sensing system
must be made to fit. This size restriction both limits the options and
requires more creativity in creating a simple, reliable design.

There have been efforts to augment the surgeons sense of touch
by measuring the forces applied to laparoscopic tools under man-
ual manipulation. The approaches in [3] and [4] have created sys-
tems that are capable of measuring the forces either directly, on
the grasper itself, as well as indirectly, measured on the handle or
drive system. Direct methods of sensing on the graspers can lead
to unfamiliar grasper geometries as well as difficulties for sterili-
zation. Indirect measurement is more practical for robotic applica-
tions, but due to the necessary space and the desired coupling of
tool rotation and actuation, measurement of the drive rod directly

can cause the overall forearm size and complexity to grow
unacceptably.

When a focus on grasping force is taken, Puangmali in [5] dis-
cusses several different methods for indirect and direct sensing,
including optical- and displacement-based sensing. These meth-
ods were considered for their practicality in a miniature system.
Indirect measurement of the applied force was chosen for both its
potential size as well as its ability to be applied on a coupled drive
configuration.

In this paper, the initial testing of an in-line, self-contained
force-sensing robotic grasper for use on miniature surgical robotic
platforms is presented. This grasper has been tested in five differ-
ent grasping situations, with the corresponding curves presented
here as a measure of its effectiveness. Based on the verification
presented here, the system will be adapted to a package capable of
in vivo testing.

2 Methods

A testbed was created, Fig. 1, to provide proof-of-concept of
the method as well as the attachment design. This testbed utilized
the grasper and linkage components from an Ethicon laparoscopic
grasper. The open/close of the grasper was driven by a 6 mm
256:1 brushed Faulhaber motor driven at 5 volts. The load cell
used is an ENTRAN ELFS-T3E-2 L sensor capable of both ten-
sion and compression measurements. An Arduino UNO microcon-
troller was used to control the motor and record the sensor data.
Each grasp test was driven at the same speed and power settings,
and the motor was driven to stall and held at stall during the grasp.
The open/close mechanism is selflocking, but continuous input
from the motor was desired to create a secure grasp and maintain
a bias on any system backlash.

Due to the consistent input conditions on the motor for each
test, the measured force on any material results in same maximum
force applied. When testing, the crucial component is how the
force ramps up from no load to this full load, and the characteris-
tic curves that result.

As shown in Fig. 2, five different closing conditions were
tested; empty grasp, thick acrylic, thin acrylic, foam, and a drink-
ing straw. These materials provide for a range of properties from
fully rigid (acrylic and empty) to uniformly soft (foam). The
drinking straw was chosen as a fifth to provide a common material
that is fairly universal.

3 Results

Several grasps were conducted with each of the five end condi-
tions. The measurements were recorded at 50 Hz. Each of the tri-
als for a given condition was adjusted laterally to accommodate
different times of contact. Once the matching cases were aligned
laterally, each trial for a particular case was averaged. The result-
ing averages were then filtered using a rolling average that
accounts for the previous four readings. The result of this filtering
demonstrates distinct trends for each class of material, as shown
in Fig. 4.

The three cases that represent a rigid end condition (empty and
thin/thick acrylic) all demonstrate the same steep loading curve as

Fig. 1 A testbed was created for design validation
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would be expected. The different starting points for the curves
correlate well with the relative thickness and corresponding stop-
ping angle for the jaws at stall.

The foam shows an extended contact period with a smoothly
increasing applied force. As the foam compacts, its elasticity
drives the required force up. The slope of the contact portion was
found to be approximately 25% of the rigid slope.

The drinking straw demonstrated a mixed mode of force pro-
files. The slope of the load curve right after contact is high
and then it levels off to a path similar to late stage foam. This
transformation can be explained by the changing physical shape
of the straw as it is crushed and the mechanical stiffness that is

associated with each shape. This curve can be fit closely with a
line that has a slope approximately 42% of the rigid grasp.

It is important to note that the force that is measured is the
amount of force used to actuate the graspers closed. While it does
relate to the realized endpoint forces, that relationship is depend-
ent on the specific grasper geometry. The force cannot be used to
precisely predict the contact forces as the contact area and posi-
tion cannot be accurately characterized. This information is best
implemented in a relative manner combined with the surgeons ex-
perience using the system.

4 Interpretation

The characteristic slopes of these lines can help to roughly
identify and classify tissue as it is grasped. The results are consist-
ent with the results presented by Tholey, [3], for materials of dif-
ferent stiffness. The similarity in trends seves to verify the
arrangement tested. This validation has provided the confidence in
proceeding with an early embedded design as part of a miniature
surgical robot.

A primary consideration with the design of a new end-effector
is the overall size of the device. The present design for the robotic
end-effector is of comparable size to previously successful
designs. The added bulk of this design is due largely to the choice
of load cell, and future versions will need to use a yet unfound
smaller sensor. Upon the completion of the embedded design, the
design will begin in vivo testing. This stage of testing will initially
rely on a single degree of force feedback provided by a PHAN-
ToM Omni haptic device. Further versions will require a different
controller or a custom pen interface with haptic feedback specifi-
cally for grasping events.
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Fig. 2 Five different conditions (empty, thin acrylic, thick
acrylic, a drinking straw, and foam) were tested and shown to
have both different as well as consistent readings

Fig. 4 Testing results provide varying compression character-
istics for each type of material
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